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REPORT ON A VISIT TO

"Onreceiptof this letter we, in consultation
with the Thibet officials, took into considera
tion the question whether the Peling Lord
Sahib did or did not express the wishes attri
buted to him by you, and wecame to the con
clusion that, according to the golden writing
of the Emperor of China, and the arrangement
which has hitherto existed and which we have
sworn to maintain, the Peling Sahibs should
not be allowed to cross the frontier (a).

*'you should explain all this to the Sahibs,
and do all in your power to persuade them
return without entering Thibet. In case you

be successful, there will be no need ot
u ^"^SPens going to meet them. Bui

should you fail to induce the Sahibs to return,
™ Phari Jungpens should go to the fro-

to them that it would be con-
them to cross the frontie

deatw a matter of life an
ments ^^phold the existing arrang

"mpiiLtS'S, arrlfe"-'"'"' ""
Ihe stem once the result of
occasion thp^s'vu'̂
thefrontie? '"sist on crossing
should be ' and frequent repof
^epenSctntzi'̂ through'the ChecheP
you know wW Thibe^policy is- Von a our minds, and what o
Sahibs 'from ^ound to prevent thefrontier^^

in the origi-^^n^r
of which d'f%caning. 8'ven above seems most nearly to rrpre^^e"
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Do Mani (Stones of prayers).
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Northern Sikkim and Tibet remain to this day lands
restricted of access and are little known. Often

enveloped in mist and cloud, these frontier regions
remain at the forefront of international speculation. For
this is the border between two giant powers, India and
China. In 1873 John Ware Edgar travelled across
Sikkim to the Tibetan border. His main aim was to
investigate the opening of trade between British India
and Tibet through Sikkim.

Thwarted by the Tibetan jongpens—the local
rulers—and unable to cross the frontier, the author's
journey and observations nonetheless provide us with a
clear insight into conditions prevailing at the time.
Today, more than a hundred years later, neither trade
nortourism is flourishing in this region.

Following the publications written by early visitors to
Tibet and the northeastern Himalayas, such as Bogle,
Turner, Manning, this book serves to add further to the
picture that is portrayed ofthis fascinating region.
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